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AMtraet--Several different notions of the Hausdorff separation property for fuzzy topological spaces 
have appeared in the literature. This paper is a study of the relationships between 12 of these concepts. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [1] in 1965 and the first paper on fuzzy topology by 
Chang [2] in 1968, there has been a search for good fuzzy analogues or generalizations of important 
topological properties. Compactness is one such property, evoking sufficiently many definitions for 
Robert Lowen to write a paper [3]. The Hausdorff or/'2 separation axiom is another such property, 
and with at least 12 different definitions now in print the time has come to compare the various 
definitions of fuzzy Hausdorff spaces. That is the purpose of this paper. 
Section 2 of this paper contains ome preliminary definitions and notation. In Section 3, the 
various fuzzy Hausdorff definitions are given, and in Section 4 we consider the relationships 
between these properties. 
2. PREL IMINARIES 
Definition 2.1 
Let X be a set and I the unit interval. A fuzzy set on X is a function f :  X ~ L A fuzzy set f 
is said to belong to a fuzzy set g ifff(x) ~< g(x), for all x • X. We denote the collection of fuzzy 
sets of X by I x, the zero function by 0x and the function which sends every point of X to one 
by Ix. 
Definition 2.2 
A subset z of I x is called a fuzzy topology on X if it satisfies the following four axioms: 
(i) 0x • z; 
(ii) 1 x • ~; 
(iii) ft,f2 . . . . .  fn • z =~ Af t•  z; 
i~l 
(iv) f~ • z for all ~t in some indexing set A, =~ V f ,  • T. 
ct~A 
Here A means infimum and v means upremum. The pair (X, z) is called a fuzzy topological space, 
or F-space [4]. The members of z are fuzzy open sets; i f f  • z, 1 - f i s  a fuzzy closed set. The (fuzzy) 
closure of a fuzzy set f, denoted by f, is the infimum of all the (fuzzy) closed sets to whichf  belongs. 
Lowen [3] also requires a fuzzy topology on a set X to include all the constant functions. This 
has a significant effect on many of the separation axioms postulated for F-spaces, and in particular 
it renders equivalent several fuzzy Hausdorff notions that are otherwise quite different. We shall 
not use Lowen's definition of a fuzzy topology, primarily because none of the other definitions 
of fuzzy Hausdorff spaces were made with it in mind, but also because it means that a usual 
topological space is not a special kind of fuzzy topological space. We shall, however, point out 
some of the effects of Lowen's fuzzy topology where appropriate. 
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Some of the fuzzy Hausdorff properties we discuss were defined with a more general lattice than 
I in mind. However we are only able to compare all the definitions when I is the lattice, so we 
present he definitions only for this case. 
The idea of a fuzzy point and fuzzy point belonging is rather problematic--see Gottwald [5] for 
a discussion. Many authors have avoided it altogether, and hence some of the definitions of the 
fuzzy Hausdorff property are "pointless" in nature. Where authors gave a definition of a fuzzy 
point we present it along with the appropriate fuzzy Hausdorff definition. 
3. FUZZY HAUSDORFF PROPERTIES 
Definition 3.1 
Let p be a fuzzy set such that 
p(x) = f t x = xp, fo r0<t  ~<1. 
L0 x~x, ,  
Then p is called a fuzzy point, xp is the support of p, and t is the value ofp. We say that p belongs 
to a fuzzy set f, denoted by p e f, iff t =p(Xp)<~f(xp). 
We now have three fuzzy Hausdorff definitions. 
Definition 3.2 (Adn-H) 
Let (x, T) be an F-space. We say (X, z) is a fuzzy Hausdorff i f, for all fuzzy points p, q e I x with 
xp ~ xq, there are f, g e z such that p ~f, q e g and f ^ g = 0x. 
Definition 3.3 (Adn-FT2) 
Let (X, ~) be an F-space. Let p ~ I x be a fuzzy point. A subfamily a _ T is called a separating 
system of neighbourhoods for p iff, for all fuzzy points q e I x with Xq v~ xp, there is an f ~ a such 
that p ~fand  q A f  = 0x. (X, z) is said to be FT2 iff it has a separating system of neighbourhoods 
for each point p ~I  x, and p = A {f l f  is a neighbourhood of p}. 
Definition 3.4 (ACR-FT2) 
An F-space (X, z) is FT2 iff for all fuzzy points p, q ~ I x, 
(i) xp ~ Xq implies there exist f, g ~ z such that p ~f, q ~ g and f A g = 0x. 
(ii) Xp = Xq, tp < tq implies there is an f~ z such that p e f, q e j?. 
Adnadjevic claims Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 are equivalent in Proposition 2.4 of Ref, [4], but 
Example 4.3 shows that this is not the case. 
Azad [6] has defined a fuzzy Hausdorff property by introducing the fuzzy diagonal. 
Definition 3.5 (Az-H)  
Let (X, z) be an F-space andf  be a fuzzy set. The f-diagonal, d ( f ) ,  of the fuzzy product space 
(X, ~) x (X, ~) is defined as follows: if x, y ~ X then 
f f (x) ,  x = y, 
d( f ) (x ,y )= [ .  0 , x ¢ y, 
(X, x) is fuzzy Hausdorff iff every f-diagonal is closed in the fuzzy product topology. 
The next definition was given by Gantner et al. [7]. 
Definition 3.6 (GSW-H)  
An F-space (X, x) is called fuzzy Hausdorff iff for all fuzzy points p, q e I x with xp ~ Xq there 
exist f, g e T such that f(xp) = 1 = g(xq) and f ^ g = Ox. 
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In their paper, Malghan and Benchalli [8] have proposed weakening Definition 3.6 to the 
following: 
Definition 3. 7 (MB-H)  
An F-space (X, z) is called fuzzy Hausdorff iff, for all fuzzy points p, q ~ I x with xp ~ Xq, there 
exist f, g e T such that f(xp) = 1 = g(xq) and g ~< 1 - f  
Hutton and Reilly [9] give a definition for the more general attice case. 
Definition 3.8 (HR-H)  
A subfamily U of I x is said to generate another subfamily V of I x iff V is the smallest subfamily 
of I x containing U under arbitrary ^  and v. An F-space (X, T) is To iff the open and closed fuzzy 
sets generate I x. (X, z) is Rj iff every open set f can be written in the form 
,-- v{,,s u,,}-- v{ v o,,}, 
where the u u are fuzzy open sets. (X, T) is T2 if it is Ri and To. 
Rodabaugh [10] has two closely related fuzzy Hausdorff notions. 
Definitions 3.9 
An F-space (X, ~) is ~-Hausdorff(~*-Hausdorff) iff for all fuzzy points p, q ~ IX with xp ~ Xq there 
are f, g e r such that f(xp) > o~(f(xp) >1 ~), g(Xq) > ot(g(Xq) >1 0~) and f ^ g = 0x. 
The next definition is due to Sarkar [11]. 
Definition 3.10 (Sa-FT2) 
An F-space (X, T) is FTz iff, for all fuzzy points p, q ~ I x 
(i) xp ~ Xq implies there are f, q ~ z such that p ef, q e f  and q ~ g, p ¢ g; 
(ii) Xp = xq, tp < tq implies there is an f~ z such that p ~f  and q e j?. 
Srivastava et al. [12] used slightly different definitions of fuzzy points and fuzzy point belonging. 
Definition 3.11 
A fuzzy set p with 
t x = xp, 
p (x )= 0 x#x r, fo r0<t<l ,  
is called a fuzzy point, xp the support ofp and t the value ofp. A fuzzy point p belongs to a fuzzy 
set f, denoted by p e f i f f  t =p(xp)<f(xp). 
Definition 3.12 (SLS-H)  
An F-space (X, z) is fuzzy Hausdorff iff, for all fuzzy points p, q ~ I x with xp # Xq, there are 
f ,  g ~ z such that p e f, q ~ g and f ^ g = 0x. On the surface this looks exactly the same as 
Definition 3.2, but the different definition of a fuzzy point and fuzzy point belonging makes them 
different. 
Pu and Liu [13] use the same definition of a fuzzy point as Adnadjevic, but define fuzzy Hausdorff 
using their notion of "'quasi-coincidence". 
Definition 3.13 (LP-FTe) 
Let p be a fuzzy point with value tp, and let f be a fuzzy set. p is said to be quasi-coincident 
to f, written pQf,  iff 
tp> l - f (xp)  or t .+f (x . )> l. 
A fuzzy set f  is called a Q-neighbourhood f a fuzzy point p iff there exists an h e T such that pQh 
and h _ f  An F-space (X, z) is fuzzy 1"2 (Hausdorff) iff, for all fuzzy points p, q ~ I x with xp ~ Xq, 
there exist Q-neighbourhoods f of p and g of q such that f ^ g = Ox. 
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In addition to the above definitions, Katsaras [14] and Martin [15] have proposed fuzzy 
Hausdorff conditions identical to that which we have labelled Adn-H in Definition 3.2. 
4. COMPARISONS 
The relationships between the various fuzzy Hausdorff conditions are summarized in the 
following diagram. The rest of the paper is a detailed proof of these relationships. 
Az-H 
1) ~ ~t-Hausdorff 
ACR-FT2 =~ Adn-H 2 ,=, GSW-H =~ SLS-H ,~ LP-FT2 =~ I, ct*-Hausdorff 
U 
Adn-FTz =, MB-H 
U 
Sa-FT2 
U 
HR-H 
Example 4.1 
Let (X, T) be a Hausdorff topological space. Let 
z ={f, :X---~L uET,  defined by fu(X)= 1, for x~u and fu(X)=0 if xCu},  
i.e. the set of all characteristic functions of the members of the topology T. Then (X, z) is an F-space 
which is Adn-H but not ACR-FT2, nor Adn-FT2, because it is not Sa-FT2 [see Theorem 4.1 
part (i)]. 
Example 4.2 
Consider a modified Fort topological space: let X comprise an infinite set N and two singletons 
{x~} and {x2}. We topologize X in the following way: 
(i) all the subsets of N are open; 
(ii) a subset of X containing one or both of xl and x2 is open iff it contains all but 
finitely many members of N. 
We fuzzy topologize X by taking all the characteristic functions of the members of the above 
topology and adding the two functions f~,f2: X ~ I defined by: 
f ( 
~, x~N,  ~, x~N,  
f l (x )= 1, x = xl, fz (x)= O, x = xl, 
O, x = x2, 1, x = x2. 
The fuzzy topology generated by the characteristic functions plusf~ andfi  is MB-H but not Adn-H 
since any fuzzy points with support xl and x: do not have disjoint open neighbourhoods, but 
it is readily checked that fl and f:  satisfy the MB-H fuzzy Hausdorff condition for these points. 
Example 4.3 
Consider the modified Fort topological space we used in Example 4.2. Once again take all the 
characteristic functions of the modified Fort topology. For all ct ~ (0, 1] definef ~ and f ]  as follows: 
f ? (x )= 1, x=xt ,  f~(x )= O, x=x l ,  
0, x = x2, 1, x ~ X 2 .  
Let T be the fuzzy topology generated by the characteristic functions, the constant functions 
({g,:X--*I defined by gt(x)=t ,  for all x~X,  0<t  ~< 1}) and the two families of functions 
{f~10 < ~ ~< 1} and {f~10 < a ~< 1}. Then (X, ~) is Adn-FT2. All fuzzy points with support in N 
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are both fuzzy open and fuzzy closed. I fp  has support xl and value t e (0, 1] then p is the infimum 
of all its closed neighbourhoods since p = A { f  T l~t E (0, 1]} ^  g,. Similarly for any fuzzy point with 
support x2. Thus each fuzzy point in I x is the infimum of its neighbourhoods and it is not too hard 
to see that each fuzzy point also has a separating system of neighbourhoods. However if p and 
q are fuzzy points with supports x~ and x2, respectively, then p and q do not have neighbourhoods 
f and g such that p ~f, q ~g and f ^ g = 0x, so (X, z) is not ACR-FT2. 
Example 4.4 
Let ~ be fixed, 0 < ct < 1, and let E = 1 - ct. Let X be a set with at least two points and define 
a fuzzy topology x on X as follows: 
z = {f :X- - -~I l f  is constant on X}U{f :X - - -~ I l f (x )<~ +E/3, for all x ~X}. 
Then z is a fuzzy topology on X (even in the sense of Lowen) which is ~t-Hausdortf (indeed, one 
might say "or-discrete"), but if p, q ~ I x are fuzzy points with xp # xq and common value ~t + 2E/3, 
then there do not exist f ,g  ~T such that p e f  and q eg  (in the sense of Srivastava et al. [12] 
with f ^ g = 0x. Thus (X, z) does not satisfy SLS-H and hence none of the other fuzzy Hausdorff 
properties. 
Example 4.5 
Let X = {a, b}, z = {f,,} U {0x}, where 
~r ,  x - -a ,  for 0. 
f s (x )= s, x=b,  r, $ 
> 
Note that no fuzzy open sets can have value 0 on just one of a and b. (X, ~) is an F-space which 
is Sa-FT2 and HR-H but it does not satisfy Adn-FT2 nor any of the other fuzzy Hausdorff 
properties. 
Example 4.6 
Let X = [ -1 ,  1]U{x,}[.J{x2}. DefinefT, f]:X---~I for all 0t ~ (0, I] by 
f~(x)= ~, x~[ - -1 , - - l+~] ,  f~(x )= ~, x~[1- -~, l ] ,  
0, elsewhere, 0, elsewhere. 
Let z be the fuzzy topology on X generated by the two sets of fuzzy sets {fTla e(0, 1]} and 
{f] l  a ~ (0, 1]} along with the fuzzy sets { f  :X--~ I If(xO =f(x2) = 0}. Then (X, ~) is SLS-H but 
not GSW-H. 
Theorem 4.1 
The following implications hold. Counterexamples are provided to show that the reverse 
implications do not hold, where appropriate. 
(a) ACR-FT2 =~ Adn-H; 
(b) Adn-H~ GSW-H; 
(c) Adn-H =~ MB-H; 
(d) GSW-H =~ SLS-H; 
(e) SLS-H~LP-FT2;  
(f) SLS-H =~ a-Hausdorff (a*-Hausdorff); 
(g) Az-H ~ SLS-H; 
(h) ACR-FT2=~ Adn-FT2; 
(i) Adn-FT2 =~ Sa-FT:; 
(j) Sa-FT 2 =~ HR-H; 
(k) Adn-FT2 =~ MB-H. 
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Proof. 
(a) That ACR-FT2 implies Adn-H is immediate from the definitions, while Example 4.1 shows 
that the converse is false. 
(b) Adn-H implies GSW-H: let (X, T) be Adn-H, p and q fuzzy points with xp ~ x 0. Consider 
the fuzzy points p l and q l with supports xp and Xq, respectively and common value 1. Then by 
Adn-H, there exist f, g ~ ~ such thatp I ~f, ql ~g andf  ^  g = 0x. But this impliesf(xp) = 1 = g(Xq) 
and f a g = 0x, and hence (X, ~) is GSW-H. 
GSW-H implies Adn-H: let (X, 3) be GSW-H, and let p and q be fuzzy points with xp # x 0. 
Then there are f ,g  ~z such that f (xp)= 1 =g(Xq) and f ^ g =0x, implying p ef, q s q by 
Adnadjevic's definition of fuzzy point belonging, and so (X, 3) is Adn-H. 
(c) That Adn-H implies MB-H is trivial from (b) since MB-H is simply a weakening of the 
GSW-H property. Example 4.2 is a counterexample against he reverse implication. 
(d) Let (X, T) be GSW-H, and let p, q ~ I x be fuzzy points in the sense of Srivastava et al., 
with xp # x o. Then there are f, g ~ • such thatf(xp) = 1 = g(Xq) and f ^ g = 0x, i.e. p e f, q e g and 
f ^ g = 0x implying that (At, ~) is SLS-H. 
Example 4.6 is an F-space which is SLS-H but not GSW-H. 
Note. Srivastava et al. also sometimes use Lowen's notion of a fuzzy topological space. If we 
assume this to be implicit in their definition of a fuzzy Hausdorff space and not in Gantner et al.'s, 
then the above implication does not hold: Example 4.1 is GSW-H but not even a fuzzy topological 
space according to Lowen. 
Note also that combining GSW-H with Lowen's notion of a fuzzy topology ields a property 
that implies ACR-FT2. 
(e) To show that SLS-H implies LP-FT2: 
(i) Let (X, 1:) be SLS-H, p and q fuzzy points with disjoint supports x o and Xq, 
respectively, and values t o and tq satisfying 0 < t o, tq < 1. Consider the fuzzy 
points p' and q' which have supports xp and Xq, respectively and values 1 - t o 
and 1 -  t 0. Since (X, z) is SLS-H, there exist f, g e ~ such that 1 - t  o <f(xo), 
1 - tq < g(Xq) and f ^ g = 0x. But this implies 
t o>l - f (xp)  or f (xp)+t  o>l ,  
tq> 1 --g(Xq) or  g(xq)+tq> 1, 
and f ^ g = Ox, i.e. pQf ,  qQg and f ^ g = Ox. 
(ii) Suppose p and q are fuzzy points with supports xp and xq as in (i), only now 
they have common value tp = tq = 1. Consider the fuzzy points p' and q' with 
the same supports and common value c < 1. Once again, by SLS-H, there exist 
f, g ~ z satisfying 
f(Xp) > e, g(Xq) > e and f ^ g = 0x, 
i.e. 
(iii) 
f(Xp) d-lp>l, f(Xq) q-tq>l and f ^g=O x, 
implying pQf ,  qQg and f ^ g = 0x. 
Finally, let p and q be fuzzy points with disjoint supports xp and xq, and values 
tp < 1 and t 0 = 1. Consider the fuzzy points p' and q' as defined in (i) and (ii). 
Then there exist f, g e x such that 1 - tp <f(xp), f(Xq) > E, and f ^ g = 0x. But 
this means that 
f (xp)+t ,> l, f (xo)+t  o> l 
implying pQf ,  qQg and f ^ q = Ox. 
Putting (i)-(iii) together gives us the desired result. 
and f^g=Ox,  
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The converse: suppose (x, z) is LP-FT:. Let p and q be fuzzy points in the sense of Srivastava 
et al. (i.e. tp, tq < 1) with Xp ~ xq. Consider the fuzzy points p'  and q' as defined in (i). Then by 
LP-FT~, there exist f, g e z such that 1 - tp > 1 - f (xp)  or 1 - tp +f(xp) > 1 and 1 - tq > 1 - g(Xq) 
or 1 - tq + g(Xq) > 1 and f ^ g = 0x. But this means that 
f (xp)>tp,  g(Xq)>tq and fAg=0x,  
so p el ,  q eg  andf  ^ g =0x so (X, z) is SLS-H. 
(f) To show that SLS-H implies 0t-Hausdorff, let (X, ~) be an SLS-H F-space, and 0 < ~ < 1 
be fixed. Let p, q e I x be fuzzy points with xp # Xq, and consider the fuzzy points p~ and q~ which 
have supports xp and Xq respectively and common value 0t. By SLS-H, we have f, g 6 z such that 
p~ e f, q~ eg  and f A g = 0x. But this implies f(Xp) > ~, f(Xq) > g and f A g = 0x, i.e. (X, ~) is 
~-Hausdorff and hence 0t*-Hausdorff. To see that ~-Hausdorff does not imply SLS-H, note that 
Example 4.4 is a counter example. 
(g) That Az-H implies SLS-H follows from Theorem 3.1 of Ref. [16]. (X, z) Az-H implies 
that for every fuzzy set fe  I x, d ( f )  as defined in Definition 3.5 is fuzzy closed in the fuzzy product 
space (X, z) x (X, z). In particular d(lx) will be fuzzy closed, which Srivastava et al. show to be 
equivalent o their fuzzy Hausdorff property, SLS-H. 
[Note: Srivastava et al. actually say (X, z) is fuzzy Hausdorff iff Ax = {(x, x) ~ X + X} is fuzzy 
closed in the product fuzzy topology, but it is evident from their proof that by Ax they mean what 
Azad would call d(lx). ] 
To show that SLS-H does not imply Az-H observe that Example 4.1 is SLS-H but not Az-H. 
(h) Let (X, z) be ACR-FT  2 and p, q E I x be any two fuzzy points. To show that (X, z) is 
Adn-FT2 we must verify the two conditions of Definition 3.3. Fuzzy points and fuzzy point 
belonging are as in Definition 3.1. 
(i) If x r ~ Xq, consider the fuzzy points p l and q l with supports Xp and Xq, 
respectively and each having value 1. By ACR-FT2 there are f, g 6 z such that 
p~ef,  q]eg and f ^g=Ox.  Now f~<f~<l -g  since g is fuzzy open and 
f ^ g = 0x. Also, q(xq)= 1 sof(xq)= 0, which implies that q hA?= 0x. There- 
fore, there exists an f ~ z such that p 6 f  and q ^ f= 0x. Since we can do this 
for all fuzzy points q with support distinct from xp, and for all p, this implies 
that every fuzzy point has a separating system of neighbourhoods. 
(ii) We must show that for any fuzzy point p,p = ^ {~[u is a nbdofp}.  By (i) for 
any given fuzzy point p there is a subfamily a of z such that for all fuzzy points 
q e I x with Xp v~ Xq, we have anfe  z such thatp e fand  q ^f= 0x. Clearly then 
^ {)~[f~ a} is a fuzzy point with support xp. Now, by ACR-FT2, for all fuzzy 
points q ~ I x with Xp = Xq and tp < tq, there is an hq ~ z such that p ~ hq but q ¢ hq. 
Then 
p= ^ { f l f~a} A {hq~z[Xp=Xq, t r<t  q, pehq and qq~hq}. 
Hence (X, z) is Adn-FT2. 
Example 4.3 was constructed to demonstrate that Adn-FT 2 does not imply ACR-FT2. 
(i) That Adn-FT2 implies Sa-FT2 follows very quickly from the definitions. Let (X, z) be an 
Adn-FTz F-space and p, q ~ I x be fuzzy points. 
(i) If xpv~xq then there is an fez  such that pef  and q ^f=0x,  implying 
p ~fand  q e l .  Similarly, there is a g ~z such that q eg  andp #g. So Adn-FT2 
implies part (i) of Sa-FT~. 
(ii) If xp = Xq, t, < tq, by Adn-FT2 p = ^ {)?[f is a nbd of p}, which implies the 
existence of an f e z such that pe f  and q ¢.f so Adn-FT2 implies part (ii) of 
Sa-FT2 . 
4.5 was constructed to show that the converse is false: i.e. Sa-FTz does not imply Example 
Adn-FT 2 . 
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(j) To show that an F-space (X, ~) which is Sa-FT2 is also HR-H we must verify the conditions 
To and RI. Let p, a fuzzy.point, be fixed. For all fuzzy points q ~ I x, q ~ p, there exists an hp~  
such that p e hpq and q ¢ hpq. Thus, 
q q 
For any fuzzy set A ~ I x, 
A = V {p ip  a fuzzy point}, 
pea 
Hence (X, ~) is clearly both To and Ri. 
(k) We use a theorem of Malghan and Benchalli to help us show that Adn-FT2 implies MB-H. 
Theorem 1.8 of Ref. [8] shows that an F-space (X, ~) is MB-H iff, given x ~ X, for all y 6 X such 
that y :# x, there is an f~ z such that f (x)  = 1 andf(y) = 0. Consider then xl, the fuzzy point with 
support x and value 1. Since (X, z) is Adn-FT2 it has a separating system of neighbourhoods for 
each fuzzy point in I x. Hence, take any fuzzy point q 61 x with support y ~ x. Then there is an 
f~ z such that x 1 6 fand  q ^ f=  Ox, implying that f (x)= 1 and f (y)= O, so (X, z) is MB-H. 
Example 4.1 is Adn-H so it is MB-H but it is not Adn-FT2. • 
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